
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis IMidterm Exam 1 { SolutionsI. To test the e�etiveness of a seal designed to keep an eletrial plug airtight, a needlewas inserted into the plug and air pressure was inreased until leakage was observed. Thepressures (in lb per square inh) where leakage �rst ourred on 10 trials were:3:1; 3:5; 3:3; 4:5; 4:2; 2:8; 3:9; 3:5; 3:3; 4:0A) (10) Construt a relative frequeny histogram for this data on the interval [3; 5℄,subdividing into 5 equal \bins".Solution: With 5 equal \bins" �x = (5 � 3)=5 = :4. If a measurement falls on a binboundary, we an onsistently plae it in the lower bin. Then there are 3 measurements in[3; 3:4℄, 2 in (3:4; 3:8℄, 3 in (3:8; 4:2℄, 1 in (4:2; 4:6℄ and none greater than 4:6. The relativefrequeny histogram has one box of height 3=10 over the �rst interval, one of height 2=10over the seond, one of height 3=10 over the third, one of height 1=10 over the fourth, andone of height 0 over the last. There is one datapoint out of this range.B) (5) What is the sample mean?Solution: x = 110(3:1 + 3:5 + 3:3 + 4:5 + 4:2 + 2:8 + 3:9 + 3:5 + 3:3 + 4:0) = 3:61C) (10) How many of the data points are within 2 standard deviations of the mean?Solution: First we need to omputes =vuut19 10Xi=1(xi � x)2 = p:279 = :528\Within 2 standard deviations of the mean" means in the interval [x � 2s; x + 2s℄ =[2:554; 4:666℄. All 10 of the measurements are in this interval.II. Students on a boat send signals bak to shore by arranging (exatly) 9 olored ags ona vertial agpole.A) (5) How many di�erent signals an they send if they have ags of 9 di�erent olors?Solution: This is the number of permutations of 9 things taken 9 at a time: P 99 = 9!.B) (10) How many di�erent signals an they send if they have 4 green, 3 red, and 2 blueags? (There are no di�erenes between the ags of the same olor.)1



Solution: The 4 green ags an go in any 4 of the 9 loations, so there are �94� ways to plaethem. Then one the greens have been plaed, there are 5 slots left for the 3 red ags, sothere are �53� ways to plae them. There are �22� ways to plae the blues after the greensand reds have been plaed. This gives�94��53��22� = 9!4!3!2! = 1260di�erent ways.C) (10) In the situation of part B, if a random arrangement of ags is onstruted, whatis the probability that all the green ags appear onseutively?Solution: The string of onseutive green ags an start in loations 1,2,3,4,5, or 6 alongthe pole. For eah of these, there are then �53��22� ways left to plae the reds and the blues.(Those do not need to be onseutive, of ourse!). If a random arrangement is hosen, anyarrangement is equally likely, and the probability that the green ags are onseutive is6 � �53��22��94��53��22� = 6�94� := :048:III. Let A1; A2; A3 be events in a sample spae S. Assume that S = A1 [ A2 [ A3, whereAi \ Aj = ; if i 6= j. Let P (A1) = :3, P (A2) = :2, P (A3) = :5. Finally, let B be anotherevent with P (BjA1) = :1, P (BjA2) = :2 and P (BjA3) = :05.A) (10) What is P (B)?Solution: We use the Law of Total Probability:P (B) = 3Xi=1 P (BjAi)P (Ai) = (:1)(:3) + (:2)(:2) + (:05)(:5) = :095:B) (5) Are B and A2 independent events? Why or why not?Solution: B and A2 are not independent events beause P (B) = :095, but P (BjA2) = :2,so P (BjA2) 6= P (B).C) (10) Find P (A1 [ A2jB).Solution: Sine A1 \A2 = ;,P ((A1 [ A2) \ B) = P ((A1 \B) [ (A2 \B)) = P (A1 \ B) + P (A2 \B):2



Hene P (A1 [ A2jB) = P ((A1 [A2) \B)P (B) = P (A1jB) + P (A2jB)By Bayes' Rule, thenP (A1jB) + P (A2jB) = P (BjA1)P (A1):095 + P (BjA2)P (A2):095 = (:1)(:3) + (:2)(:2):095 = :737:IV.A) (15) A jar ontains 7 red and 11 white balls. Draw two balls at random, withoutreplaing the �rst ball after it is drawn. Let X be the number of balls drawn that arered. Thinking of X as a disrete random variable, �nd its probability mass funtion,and ompute its expeted value and variane.Solution: This was the one slightly triky question on this exam. X does not have abinomial distribution beause when you remove a ball from the jar the probabilities ofdrawing eah olor on the seond draw hange. We havex P (X = x)0 1118 1017 = 110306 = :3591 2 1118 717 = 154306 = :5032 718 617 = 42306 = :137(Note: these don't sum to exatly 1 beause of rounding.)Then E(X) = 0(:359) + 1(:503) + 2(:137) = :778and E(X2) = 0(:359) + 1(:503) + 4(:137) = 1:052so V (X) = E(X2)� (E(X))2 = 1:052� (:778)2 = :447.B) (10) Assume you have a 40% of onneting eah time you dial a very busy ustomerservie telephone line. If 25 alls are made at random and independently, what is theprobability that between 15 and 20 of them (inlusive) will get through?Solution: This one is binomial, with n = 25 and p = :40. From the binomial table,P (15 � Y � 20) = P (Y � 20)� P (Y � 14) = 1:000� :966 = :034Extra Credit (10) Let Y have a geometri distribution with suess probability p. Showthat the expeted value of g(Y ) = eY is E(eY ) = pe1�qe .Solution: By the geometri series sum formula,E(eY ) = 1Xy=1 eyqy�1p = pq 1Xy=1(qe)y = pqeq(1� qe) = pe1� qe :3


